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PRESIDENT’S
COLUMN

November 2006 was a very active month with several
notable events providing a lot of flying activity and
revenue raising for the club. More details are
available in stories provided by members in the
newsletter, but a quick summary is provided here.
Our 30th birthday celebration on Saturday 4th of
November 2006 at Ian and Susie Cohn’s home was a
great success thanks to the organising team of Ian
and Susie Cohn, Suzanne Bland, Mark Bland, Kitty
Vigo, and Mike Pobjoy. Great weather meant that
enjoyable flying was also achieved with several
visiting clubs as part of the celebrations. Thanks to
Ian and Susie for again making their home available
for this historical event.
The annual Lockhart trip for a week from 18th to 25th
November provided more good flying and memorable
experiences. See Mark Bland’s great story in this
newsletter about his and Phill Glasson’s epic
Lockhart/Narromine/Lockhart flights for Blanik
Airlines, Mart Bosman’s flight in IS28 WVU of over
200 km from Mt Beauty to Lockhart and Ian Cohn’s
flight in the Pilatus from Lockhart back to Myrtleford
where he patronised Myrtleford international airport
(the paddock next to the main street).
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Thanks to all crew members who helped with
profitable AEF events for the Great Victorian Bike
Ride on the 27th of November, which brought Mt
Beauty gliding to the attention of many of the visitors,
managing to earn modest surplus, and the Pearson
Aviation visit on the 11th of November, which also
managed to improve the Treasurer’s state of mind.
Best wishes from all club members to Susie Cohn
and Suzanne Bland for a speedy recovery after their
recent operations. Mark Bland will be Acting CFI
while Ian spends most of December in Melbourne
while Susie recuperates.
Congratulations are in order to:
•

Birthday boy, Mike Pobjoy.

•

Rod Harris for achieving Level 1 Instructor
status after attending an instructor course at
Benalla.

•

Paul Phelan who we welcome as a new Social
member, and to

•

Allan Barnes who recently won the Queensland
State gliding competition.

I hope all members have a very enjoyable and safe
festive season and happy new year with family and
friends.

Andrew J Evans
President
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4.

When we operate, the prevailing wind at Mt Beauty is
usually from the north or north-west.

After a final check for no circuit traffic, the
winch driver is then required to call, “No
aircraft in circuit – commencing launch –
(taking up slack) - all out, all out”.

5.

It has been standard practice to land on runway 14 at
Mt Beauty to save having to push gliders back to the
launch point. If pushed to far, however, this practice
can be hazardous to gliders and crews for obvious
reasons. So, to improve safety, the following rules
have to be observed in future.

If VHF radios are not available, UHF radios
may be used between the launch point and the
winch. However, the glider pilot is still required
to give a standard departure call on 126.7 Mhz.
Use of VHF radios is preferred so that
everyone knows what is going on.

6.

Finally, glider pilots should not cross the
runway below 3000 ft (1900 ft above ground).
Also tell your power pilot friends to be aware
that winch cables may be up to 2000 ft above
the runway and that they should never fly
across the runway/winch cable path. They
should always fly around the airfield when in
circuit and monitor for gliding launch
transmissions on 126.7 Mhz.

Operations
Landing Downwind

•

Unless specifically authorised by the duty
instructor on the day, all landings have to be
made on runway 32.

•

If the wind strength component from the northwest exceeds 5 kt, all landings have to be made
on runway 32.

•

If the landing is made on runway 14, the glider
has to touchdown before the start of the sealed
section of the runway, and the glider has to come
to rest at least 50 m before the fence line. The
landing roll should be judged so that the use of
wheel brake is not required.

It is always a requirement that before entering the
downwind leg of the circuit for any landing, that the
pilot carefully assesses the wind strength and
direction to ensure that a safe low speed landing can
be made. Always make this a definite and positive
part of your pre landing preparation.
Comply with these rules and keep our operation safe.
Winch Launching Procedures
As a result of a recent review of our winch launching
the following procedures are now required for every
launch.
1.

Winch launches are to proceed only if there is
no aircraft (powered or glider) in the circuit
area.

2.

The winch driver is required to visually confirm
that there are no aircraft in the circuit area prior
to announcing via VHF radio on 126.7 Mhz that
the winch is ready for launch. The radio call is
“No aircraft in circuit, winch is ready for
launch”. Since powered aircraft may now do a
straight in approach, it is also important to look
to the north-west to verify that no aircraft are
doing a straight-in approach.

3.

The person controlling the launch at the glider
position is also required to visually confirm that
there are no aircraft in the circuit area prior to
announcing via VHF radio on 126.7Mhz that
the glider is ready for launch. Since powered
aircraft are now permitted to do a straight in
approach, it is important to look to the northwest to verify that no aircraft are doing a
straight-in approach to Rwy 14. If there is no
conflict, the radio call is then “No aircraft in
circuit, glider is ready for launch – (take up
slack –) all out, all out”.
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Cable Break Procedures
Winch drivers and launch controllers are reminded
that after a cable break the first action required is to
ensure that all broken cable is cleared from the
runway. We have a duty of care to other runway
users to clear any broken cable from the runway as
soon as possible. If a powered aircraft is in circuit
immediately after a cable break, and there is cable
obstructing the runway, call the aircraft on 126.7 Mhz
and instruct it to hold until the cable is cleared.
Acting CFI
Due to the absence of the CFI in Melbourne for most
of December, Mark Bland has been appointed
Acting CFI until further notice. Please give Mark your
support and cooperation.

Ian Cohn
Chief Flying Instructor

Mt Beauty Gliding Club Celebrates 30
Years
by Mark Bland

Maurice, Mark, Ray, Andrew and Ian at the party.

The 2006 Melbourne Cup weekend saw Mt Beauty
Gliding Club celebrate 30 years of operations, with
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four fabulous flying days and a 60 person attendance
at the Saturday night Spit Roast dinner.

Maurice, Phil and Mark.
GCV Gourmet lunch club - Jim, Alan, Graham, and George.

In the evening we all assembled at Ian and Susie
Cohn's place for a great night of reminiscing about
the last 30 years and looking forward to the next 30
years.
Founding members Manfred Rueff, Ray
Addinsall and Alan Mull filled many of the more
recent members in on the start of the club, as did
Alan Patching who, representing VMFG, also had
some involvement in those early days.

Margaret, Phil, Sharon, and Duncan.

Saturday morning started bright and sunny with the
arrival of several visiting gliders, including Leigh
Bunting's Grunau from Balaklava and Tobi Geiger's
LS4 from Bacchus Marsh. Also Jim Barton's Callair
tug arrived towing a Kookaburra from GCV.
The Mt Beauty club's IS-28 and local syndicate
Blanik, Pilatus and Libelle were also readied for what
looked like a promising day. We were also joined by
several members from the Wagga Club at Lockhart,
some of whom experienced their first taste mountain
flying.

A well dressed Grunau pilot – Leigh Bunting from Balaklava.

Manfred Rueff and Ray Addinsall are the only current
members from the inaugural group who formed the
club in 1976.

Kitty and George in the Kookaburra.

When the visiting Grunau took the first winch launch
before midday and climbed away it was the start of
some great flights. Most soared to around 10,000 ft
and the LS-4 ventured over to Mt Kosciusko.
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Nathan learning the ropes from Manfred.

At the celebration party, President of the club,
Andrew Evans, paid tribute to Manfred and Ray and
explained that the success of the club is due in no
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small part to the major contributions made by them
over the years since the inception of the club; through
their many hours of voluntary work for the club and
their substantial financial contributions though
provision of gliders, a winch and hangar space.

Mark, Grant, Nathan, Phil, Bruce, Tim, and Tobi.

Phil and Jim.

Sunday was another 10,000 ft day with much flying
done. The LS-4 and Mark Bland's Libelle did about
300 km out past Benalla and we were honored with
the arrival of Ingo Renner and his beautiful Discus,
XX.

Grant, Diane, Angie, and Bruce.

Susie, Jim, Alan, and Lorna.

Monday saw the CU's popping before 10:00am and
Tobi and Ingo took aero-tows early before the winch
crew arrived. They were gone all day and flew
around 600km while everyone else once again got up
to around 9000'.

Susie and Kitty.

Suzanne, John, and Maurice

George, Ingo and Tim.
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Contributions to Alpine Flyer
This is your Newsletter, so let’s have your
contributions. Send them to the Editor at
glide@mtbeauty.com. Photographs, stories of your
gliding/aviation experiences, equipment reviews, and
“how I learned about flying from that” stories are all
welcome. If you can’t use email, send contributions
to the Editor at Box 486, Mt Beauty, VIC, 3699.

Treasurer’s Talk
Alan and Ray

Editor’s Epistle
Recent Events
Lockhart – 17th November to 25th November
Lots of soaring, sometimes to above 10,000 ft. See
Mark Bland’s report at the Tail End.
Monday 27th November 2006 - The Great
Victorian Bike Ride
The GVBR staged through Mt Beauty and around
4,000 Bike Riders and support crews arrived starting
from about 11:00am. We offered Bike Riders AE
flights in the IS-28 and the Blanik and in Manfred’s
IS-28M2 motor glider. Thanks to all our instructors,
Mart (duty winch driver) and Kitty (flight desk
supervisor), we did lots of AE flying and even made a
small surplus.

IS-28 Bulk Flying Scheme
Members are reminded that the Bulk Flying Scheme
is available to Full members. For $1200 you can fly
without further winch launch fees or IS-28 flying fees
for a whole year. Currently two members have taken
advantage of this plan.
Hours and Launches
During November we flew on 17 days including flights
at the Lockhart week. The IS-28 flew 50 hours in 52
flights for an average flight time of 58 minutes. At
press time we had accumulated 93 hours on the
IS-28 for 116 launches since the start of this soaring
season (27 hours from 65 flights last season at the
same date).

New Year 2007
The new year holiday season is rapidly approaching
and the demand for AEFs is starting to rise already.
To meet the tourist demand we need to provide
instructors, winch drivers and flight desk supervisors.
If you want to fly and or assist operations during the
period 26th December through to the end of
January 2007, please contact Ian Cohn,
glide@mtbeauty.com, who will draw up a list of crew
availability for the period.
Australia Day Weekend 2007
We understand that GCV will be visiting for the
Australia day weekend for the 26th to the 28th of
January, 2007. Victorian RTO/Ops, Ken Boland will
also be conducting our biennial Operations check on
this weekend.
Annual General Meeting
The Mt Beauty Gliding Club Annual General meeting
will be held at Tawonga South at 9:00 am on Sunday,
28th January 2007.
Distribution
“Alpine Flyer” is available for download from
www.exalander.com/mbgc/mbgcnewspage.htm.
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IS-28 hours at press time

Payments
The best way for members to deposit money into
their MBGC accounts is via internet banking or by
direct credit. This saves the Treasurer a trip to the
bank to deposit cheques and cash. When doing this
please remember to add your name to the deposit
details so that the Treasurer knows which account to
credit with the money.
The Club’s bank account details are:- Commonwealth
Bank; BSB 063 645 Account number 10038751.
Our Finances
The club requests that all members ensure that their
accounts are in credit. If you owe the club money, it
is a real drag on our ability to provide members with
low cost and reliable flying and a burden on the
Treasurer in terms of the extra administration time
required to chase up debtors.
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Mt Beauty Foodworks "Spirit of the Community" fund
Mt Beauty Gliding Club points
were 685 as at 27th of
November.
When purchasing any items
from the Mt Beauty Foodworks supermarket make
sure that you put your points to the Gliding Club –
code 1060.

willing club members to purchase the required parts
and do any maintenance required.
If you note any ground equipment maintenance that
is required, please advise Phil and he will arrange for
a volunteer to do the actual work. Please keep Phil
in the picture so that we don’t get any unneccessary
duplication of effort. Its not Phil’s job to do all the
work so don’t leave it solely to him.
Phil’s initial list includes:

Books
We have obtained a further supply of the GFA’s basic
gliding text “Basic Gliding Knowledge” available at
$28. To get your copy contact the Treasurer. Glider
pilot logbooks are also available at $5 per book.

Ian Cohn - Treasurer.

Members and Friends News.

•

Winch exhaust box needs replacement.

•

Spare flexible exhaust pipe and connectors (left
hand (2) and right hand (2)) need to be
purchased and kept available for winch.

•

Winch carburettor preventative maintenance.

•

Winch tuning and starting improvement.

•

New battery terminals provided by Rod Harris
need to be connected to the winch battery.

•

Thimbles required to prevent wear on parachute
ropes where they connect to shackles. Rod
Harris organising this.

•

New spare parachute to be manufactured using
new wool pack donated by Wagga Gliding Club.
Ian Cohn organising this.

•

Spare “nail” weak link to be calibrated and
brought into sevice. Mike Pobjoy organising
this.

•

Camira retrieve car transmission noisy – to be
investigated and any repairs required organised.

•

Subaru retrieve car to be assessed for
rejuvenation or disposal.

•

Replacement of rear LHS IS-28 trailer running
light to be completed. Ian Cohn organising this.

•

Decent bolt cutters to be purchased for cable
maintenance.

•

Blue Camira in hangar to be brought up to
standard as standby retrieve vehicle.

Septagenarian
Congratulations to long term member, instructor and
MBGC Secretary, Mike Pobjoy, on reaching the
venerable age of 70 years. Mike celebrated with
family members who flew in from around the globe.

Mike in his element.

Welcome to Paul Phelan

Maintenance done during November included:

Aviation journalist and veteran pilot, Paul Phelan,
has moved into Tawonga South and has joined
MBGC as a Social Member. Paul flew with Mark
Bland on the 11th of November on a one hour flight.
Welcome Paul.

•

Manfred and Ian revamped the IS-28 trailer
electrics in case the trailer was required for a
retrieve during the expedition to Lockhart.

•

Ian reroped a parachute. This parachute was
required almost immediately due to another
parachute rope break.

Instructor
Congratulations to our newest Level 1 instructor, Rod
Harris. Rod attended an instructor’s course at GCV
Benalla from 21st November to 26th November run by
Vern Rosenfeld, Eddie Madden and MBGC Social
member Ken Boland, RTO/Ops for Victoria.

Maintenance Matters
Phil Glasson has volunteered to be the club’s
ground equipment maintenance coordinator. Phil will
maintain a list of maintenance items and will delegate
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MBGC Current Fees and Charges
Member
Category
Debenture
Joining Fee
Annual Fee
Winch Launch
IS-28 Flt Fee
Per Minute

$500
$100
$100
$10

Assoc
-iate
$250
$50
$50
$13

$0.40

$0.50

Full

Nil
Nil
$25
$13 1

GFA
Visitor
Nil
Nil
Nil
$15

$0.50 2

$0.60

Social
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1

5 launches per annum only - $15 per launch after 5.
2 hours per annum only - $0.60/min after 2 hours.
For MBGC members, flight time charges cease for
flight time beyond two hours.
Air Experience flight fees are $60 for winch launch for
the first ten minutes and $2 per minute after that.
Add $50 for Aerotow launch.
2

GFA membership fees
Annual
Family Annual

$187
$151

Three Month
Three day

$60
$10

MBGC Diary
Monday 27th November 2006 - KV, MBd, MBm,
MP, IC, RH, and MR flew the IS-28, Blanik, and
IS-28M2 mainly for AEFs associated with the GVBR.
There were good thermals to around 8,000 ft. Flight
time was 8h 04m from 24 flights.

Monday 20th November 2006 - MBd and PGn flew
the Blanik from Lockhart to Narromine. There were
moderate to good thermals to above 10,000 ft. Flight
time 5h 27m. At Lockhart IC, PO, RH, MBd, MP flew
the Blanik, Pilatus, IS-28, and Std Cirrus.
Sunday 19th November 2006 - MBm flew the IS-28
From Mt Beauty to Lockhart. There were moderate
thermals to Max height 11,300 ft. Flight time 5h 50m.
At Lockhart PO, RH, MBd, MP flew the IS-28, Pilatus,
and Std Cirrus.
Saturday 18th November 2006 - MBm flew the
IS-28. There were weak to moderate thermals under
a cloudless sky. Max height 8,300 ft. Flight time 3h
14m from 1 flight. At Lockhart PO, MBd and MP flew
the Blanik.
Friday 17th November 2006 - MBd flew the IS-28.
There were weak thermals under a cloudless sky.
Max height 8,000 ft but most time spent scratching
below 4,500 ft. Flight time 3h 35m from 2 flights. Max
flight time 3h 30m.
Tuesday 14th November 2006 - RH, PM, LN, and
MR flew the IS-28. There were good thermals under
a more or less cloudless sky. Max height 7,000 ft.
Flight time 2h 30m from 2 flights. Max flight time 1h
36m.
Saturday 11th November 2006 - MBd, IC, RH, and
MR flew the Blanik and IS-28 mainly for a group from
Pearsons Aviation in Melbourne who all had good
flights. There were good thermals all day under a
more or less cloudless sky. Max height 7,000 ft.
Flight time 7h 40m from 15 flights. Max flight time 1h
5m. Thanks to Kitty for running the flight desk.

Kitty and Mart on the desk during a break in activity on
27th November.

Sunday 26th November 2006 - KV, and MR flew the
IS-28. There were good thermals to around 10,000
ft. Flight time was 1h 16m from one flight.
Saturday 25th November 2006 - MBd, and NJ flew
the IS-28 and Blanik from Lockhart to Mt Beauty in 3h
25m. There were moderate thermals to around 9,000
ft.
Friday 24th November 2006 - AD, MBd, ID, PO, and
PGn flew the Blanik, IS-28, Libelle, and Std Cirrus at
Lockhart. There were moderate thermals to around
6,000 ft. IC flew the Pilatus to Myrtleford.
Thursday 23rd November 2006 - AD, IC, ID, PO,
and PGn flew the Blanik, IS-28, Pilatus, Libelle, and
Std Cirrus at Lockhart. There were moderate
thermals to around 5,000 ft.
Wednesday 22nd November 2006 - MBd, IC, ID,
PO, and PGn flew the Blanik, IS-28, Pilatus, Libelle,
and Std Cirrus at Lockhart. There were moderate to
good thermals to around 7,000 ft.
Tuesday 21st November 2006 - MBd and PGn flew
the Blanik from Narromine to Lockhart. There were
moderate to good thermals to above 10,000 ft. Flight
time 6h 2m. At Lockhart there was no flying due to
high cross winds.
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Our crew with the Pearsons group after their flights

Friday 10th November 2006 - MBd flew the Blanik.
After a scratchy start, there were good thermals
under patchy 3/8 cloud. Flight time 3h 35m from 1
flight. Max height 9,000 ft.
Tuesday 7th November 2006 - MBGC Winch
launching was cancelled due to a strong southeasterly wind. TG and IR flew the LS4 and Discus
locally. JB and GV returned to Benalla with the
Callair and the Kookaburra. There was 4/8 cloud and
good thermals. Max height 7400 ft.
Monday 6th November 2006 - MBGC members and
visitors flew the Grunau Baby, Kookaburra, LS-4,
Discus, IS-28, and Blanik. It was sunny with 3/8
cloud and good thermals. Winds were steady 3 knot
north westerlies. Total glider flight time was 24h 52m
from 17 flights. Max altitude was 9,200 ft. Max flight
time was 7h 13m. TG and IR flew Mt BeautyPage 7

Tocumwal-Benalla-Mt Kosciusko-Mt Beauty in the
LS-4 and Discus.
Sunday 5th November 2006 - MBGC members and
visitors flew the Grunau Baby, Kookaburra, LS-4,
Libelle, Discus, IS-28, Blanik, and Pilatus. It was
sunny with 2/8 cloud and good thermals at lower
levels. Winds were steady 3-5 knot north westerlies.
Total glider flight time was 28h 30m from 17 flights.
Max altitude was 10,200 ft. Max flight time was 6h
8m.

Leigh Bunting preparing to fly his Grunau Baby.

The winch wasn't ready when we both wanted to take
off so we took aerotows. Thanks a lot Jim for
bringing along one of Benalla's tugs and towing me
into a ripper of a thermal. Once I had topped the
thermal I changed channel to get in touch with Ingo.
About ten minutes later we caught up over Mt
Bogong and went off. It looked really good towards
the flat country to the northwest, whereas the cloud
base in the mountains was still pretty marginal at
around 6500 ft. Ingo suggested we head for
Tocumwal and I was just happy as Larry to fly
wherever he wanted to go.

Photo Ian Cohn
Tobi about to launch in his LS4

Saturday 4th November 2006 - MBGC members
and visitors flew the Grunau Baby, Libelle,
Kookaburra, LS-4, IS-28, Blanik, and Pilatus. It was
sunny with 1/8 cloud and weak inconsistent thermals
at lower levels. Winds were steady 3-5 knot north
westerlies. Total glider flight time was 24h 59m from
16 flights. Max altitude was 12,200 ft. Max flight time
was 5h 41m. TG flew out to Mt Kosciusko in the LS4. 58 members and visitors enjoyed the 30th
Birthday party in the evening.

The Tail End
My flight with Ingo
By Toby Geiger
It is Melbourne Cup weekend 2006 and luck has it
that I can join the 30th birthday celebrations of the Mt
Beauty Gliding Club with my family. And a glider!
Monday morning, as I was washing the LS-4 with my
thoughts still on a beautiful flight with Mark Bland the
day before, this gentleman walks up to my glider and
says "good morning". I only knew Ingo from pictures
and heard his voice the day before on the radio but it
was pretty obvious to me then that Ingo Renner had
also just arrived at the airfield this morning. The day
appeared to become another great Mt Beauty day
and so our talk didn't last too long as Ingo also
wanted to get his Discus ready. Before he walked off
I asked him whether he'd mind if I joined him in the
air. "No, not at all. We may need to use another
frequency though." That's great I thought. We
agreed on 122.7.
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Photo - Ian Cohn

When we headed off Ingo was about 400ft higher,
which, over the distance we were about to cover, was
nothing. As I followed him for the first 80km or so I
always would have liked to catch up with him at the
same altitude but that didn't happen of course. At
least I managed not to lose much by the time we
arrived at the Warby Ranges. By then I had figured
out one of Ingo's principal strategies when flying
under clouds. He wasn't often heading for the best
looking cloud around but obviously planned his flight
path to check out as many clouds as possible that
were roughly on track. He would then only stop for
the best thermals, which happened to be those with
3m/s (6kts) or more on that day. Once the thermals
dropped below 2.5m/s or were too broken to get into
a 3m/s core quickly, Ingo would leave. Well, that's
the ideal world and most good cross country pilots
would adopt this strategy, too. But Ingo flies it with
amazing consequence and consistency and seems to
come across those really good thermals with ease.
As we were leaving a thermal near St. James, I led
out of that thermal as we both agreed to leave and I
was simply half a turn ahead in the thermal. I wanted
to follow two more tiny little clouds before heading
straight on track for Tocumwal into the blue. Too late
did I realise that Ingo had gone straight on track
towards the next CUs way past a big blue hole. I had
to make a decision as to whether I abandoned my
idea of picking up a little bit of energy under those
two little clouds or follow Ingo's track. But because I
was still lower and faced with some 3 to 4 extra km if
I had turned and followed him I thought I'd loose him
if I did that. So I stuck to the two little clouds and
fortunately enough they provided me with a little bit
of height. As I turned on track I saw Ingo way ahead
and approximately 3km south of my track. Since we
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were both heading for the same cluster of Cus, I
thought I'll see him when he pulls up and turns in the
next thermal. My track was obviously better than
Ingo’s and I could see that I was gaining altitude on
him. I like the "control position" when you follow
another glider that is ahead of you but lower and on a
slightly parallel track. He has to find a thermal before
you do and all you need to do is watch out what he's
doing. If the air looks better on his path you move
over. If it doesn't you stay on your track, keep
quiet and sometimes gain even more over the other
glider.
When we finally arrived under the next Cu, I was
some 200ft higher than Ingo. Because of the better
air on my track I managed to speed up a little and
arrive at the Cu almost at the same time. Since I was
the higher glider now it was my turn to lead out. Just
imagine flying a glider with someone like Ingo
watching your every move. At the same time it was
just plain good fun as we both have very similar
thermalling techniques and worked very well as a
team whenever we arrived in a thermal. It felt as if
we had flown together already for years and Ingo is
just such a nice bloke that you quickly put aside that
he's a three times world champion and simply enjoy
his company.
After we had turned the town centre of Tocumwal we
headed back towards Benalla. It was a long glide
over the irrigation before we arrived on the other side
in the wheat country again. We slid down to about
1500ft above ground but sure enough there was the
next thermal with 2.5-3m/s that got us back to 5,000
ft QNH. From there on we increased our top height
thermal by thermal to about 7500ft before we slid
down to about 4000ft at the foothills of Mt Buffalo.
Ingo managed to core the thermal a bit quicker than I
did and was again some 400ft higher. As we were
approaching Mt Buffalo I lost sight of Ingo and
instead the ground over Mt Buffalo approached me
with a frightening speed. I topped up in a 2.5m/s
thermal just to make sure I could clear Buffalo without
increasing my pulse too much. When I left
that thermal I saw Ingo as he was thermalling just
past Buffalo and I caught up with him again. From
there on it was a breeze back to Mt Beauty.
As it was still early in the day I thought we should
push on. I didn't get any lift underneath Ingo and so
just pressed on and suggested that we head for Mitta
Mitta where it looked quite good. Well, I arrived at
Mitta Mitta about 10-15 minutes after we had passed
Mt Beauty, turned and couldn't see Ingo. A quick
radio call confirmed that Ingo thought I meant the
lake east of Mitta Mitta (Dartmouth Reservoir)
whereas I was referring to the town. Anyway, I
thought a quick dash to Mt Kosciusko would be the
perfect climax for this flight. Ingo wasn't so sure
whether we still had enough time. Since we were
some 25km apart I decided to give it a go anyway. It
was only 3.30pm and app. 170km to the mountain
and back to Mt Beauty. At first things worked out well
and I managed to get up to 8000ft halfway between
Kosciusko and Mitta Mitta. But towards the mountain
the clouds spread out and it looked pretty bleak
ahead. You can't chicken out now, can you? At least
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I had the option to glide out towards Khancoban,
which was still in the sun and either find a thermal on
the way or make it to the airfield and get a launch.
When I arrived at Mt Kosciusko I was down to 6000ft
MSL and the mountain looked pretty bloody big. The
clouds were touching the ground at the eastern and
southern end of the mountain but the western flank
and the north were still free. There was hardly any
wind to expect ridge soaring to be an option but as I
arrived the clouds that had clagged in some 20
minutes ago started to break up just enough to let
some sunshine getting through onto the rocks.
To make the long story short, I spent the next 10
minutes (felt like eternity then) crawling up the
mountain. Always watching the clouds, the ground
and the altimeter carefully as I moved closer and
closer towards the summit. There I saw another
glider glistening in a ray of sunshine in front of a huge
wall of clouds. That was a very memorable picture
and we passed each other closely just to wave hello.

Tobi's picture of the peak of Mt Kosciusko

As I turned over Kosci Ingo told me over the radio
that he was also approaching the mountain and
wasn't too far away. So obviously he couldn't resist
the temptation either. I flew back almost the same
track that I came over Mt Youngal to keep the
Khancoban option open. Over that part of Australia
6000ft MSL isn't particularly high and "there is
nothing but some altitude to make a man feel great".
As I was still sinking under a gigantic cloud cover
towards the sun Ingo reported a cloudbase of
10,000ft on his approach to Kosciusko. It sounded
as if he was having a much better run. Finally I
picked up a 2m/s thermal which I decided was good
enough to get me up closer to cloudbase as it had
become pretty quiet down low at that time. I left the
thermal at 9000ft and headed straight for Mt Beauty
only to find another thermal shortly after that with 3
m/s that carried me right to cloudbase at 10,000 ft.
According to my glide computer I was above final
glide to Mt Beauty at a 4kts ring setting. However,
there are a few mountains in the way. So I had to
find another thermal on the way to get over the
Dorchap Range. I did so just at the eastern end of
Dartmouth Reservoir and finally arrived back at
Mt Beauty at 5.30.
The next morning Ingo and I had a good yarn about
our flight. It was certainly a memorable one and
great fun for both of us. As it turned out the route
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from Mt Beauty via Mitta Mitta and Mt Youngal was
the better one on the day as I got to Mt Kosciusko
and back quicker than Ingo did who flew south of the
Dartmouth Reservoir. I think it is certainly the more
conservative route as it gives you the option to glide
out north and reach flatter and lower country and a
few airfields (Mitta Mitta, Corryong and Khancoban).
We covered some 577km from Mt Beauty to
Tocumwal, Benalla, back to Mt Beauty, Mt Kosciusko
and back to Mt Beauty and it took 6 hours and 5
minutes.
Mt Beauty is certainly a very good site for going cross
country, both over the mountains and out into the
flats to the northwest. But most of all it is a place
where all glider pilots and their families are made
welcome by the very friendly bunch of people of the
Mt Beauty Gliding Club. Can't wait to come back!!!
Thanks a million folks!!!

Phil O’Bryan got re-current and solo, and clocked up
quite a few hours in the Wagga Blaniks.
Monday morning started hot and uninspiring as a
thick cirrus band of cloud spread across the sky, but
this failed to completely dampen our spirits of
planning a dual Blanik mission to fly the 370 km north
to Narromine, where more than sixty hot ship
fiberglass gliders were assembled.
Following in the footsteps of Mike and Adam (2004),
and Ian C (2005) the pressure was put on Mark and
Phil Glasson to represent the MtBeauty/Lockhart
small fry and demonstrate to our northern brethren
that a 34 year old tin can is still capable.

Have BLANIK; Will Travel,
BLANIK AIRLINES, and
A Week of flying at Lockhart
By Mark Bland
For the fourth year in a row, members of Mt Beauty
have attended the Wagga/Lockhart G.C cross
country week (Lockhart Cup) in late November, which
coincides with the larger Narromine Cup Gliding
event.
This year we had the biggest turn up yet of Mt Beauty
members, with Mark, Mike, Ian C, Ian D, Phil G and
Phil O as well as Rod and a great effort by Mart to fly
the IS-28 the almost 220km to Lockhart via
Wangaratta with a low point near Milawa, and a high
point of over 10,000 ft. I think it’s the first time in
history that WVU has ever soared away from Mt
Beauty and landed somewhere else. Great effort
Mart and Heather. All the other Mt Beauty based
gliders - Blanik, Pilatus, Libelle and Cirrus - also
came via their trailers.

Blanik Airlines crew in action.

After launching into quite strong lift and climbing to
7000 ft, any ill thoughts of abandonment were left
behind, and we soon left Lockhart behind. Lack of
crew meant that Mike and Max (Wagga) would not be
following in the second local Blanik, but it was
probably the dismal looking sky that really turned
them off.
What followed was a five and a half hour adventure
that saw the faithful old Blanik fly through several air
masses and various conditions (some lift to well over
10,000 ft) to arrive at Narromine to a warm reception
and many cold ones.

Narromine runways in sight.
Mart and Heather in the IS-28.

The first weekend started strongly with tall thermals
to over ten thousand feet, but also lots of heavy sink.
The single seaters did flights of over 300 km while
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One silver glider tied down amongst sixty white ones
made us feel quite proud. Greeted the next morning
by a blue sky and a northerly wind, hope was to
again break tradition and fly GYJ home again and try
and avoid the dreaded road retrieve.
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After a comprehensive professional weather briefing
and novelty prize giving ceremony, in appreciation of
our efforts, we launched again at mid day confident of
success. As we slowly drifted south east of
Narromine things weren’t unfolding as they should
have. The 10,000 ft lift wasn’t there and the strong
northerly to blow us south had quite a bit of westerly
in it, which meant we were drifting east of track with
every weak climb. Two hours to reach Parkes and
the only good thing was that we were still airborne.
We consoled ourselves in the fact that every
kilometer we flew closer to home was at least two
kilometers the trailer didn’t have to travel.
With the westerly increasing and getting quite low at
Forbes, we finally got a strong climb and up to higher
altitude were we could punch forward into the South
West. Now our main concern was the
overdeveloping sky and once again thickening cirrus
band that was blocking off the sun.
There was a trough line moving in and we later found
out that they weren’t flying at Lockhart due to high
cross winds, but were anxiously awaiting contact
from us. Our aim was to stay as high as possible, but
huge areas of heavy sink, and the 15-20kt westerly
meant that even from 12,000’ we would plummet
down quickly and finding the next strong climb was
proving quite a challenge. Anyway, after six hours
and a final saving thermal 20km from home, we
made it back, for the first time in the three years.
Next year we aim to take two Blaniks along!!

Ian Cohn decided to fly the Pilatus back to Mt Beauty
on the Friday and after a difficult day did a great job
of making it to Myrtleford where he landed out in a
paddock adjacent to the main street. With most of
the crew gone on retrieve or back to their tolerant
spouses, Saturday needed to be good if we were to
avoid the long and painful de-rigging of WVU and
Blanik GYJ.
With the IS-28 trailer still in Mt Beauty and only
myself left at Lockhart, I requisitioned the help of
local young ace glider pilot and regular visitor to
MBGC, Nathan Johnson, to fly our Blanik in company
with myself in the IS-28.
Wagga Gliding Club stalwarts Max Thomson and
Peter Skinner very kindly offered to drive my vehicle
and Blanik trailer in case that the plan B was
required.
Well as they say in the classics, “the rest is history”
as once again we were blessed with good conditions,
and, with no one home in the Albury Tower, a direct
track through the Albury Control Zone meant a fairly
easy flight back in about three and a half hours.
Even Melbourne Centre co-operated and gave us
clearance to 9500 ft from where we could final glide
from Dederang to Mt Beauty.

Ian Douglas and Phil O’Bryan with the IS-28 at Lockhart.

The following few days saw mainly local flying as the
large convection heights diminished to more difficult
conditions. However a lot of hours were flown and
experience gained.

Nathan and Mark after landing at Mt Beauty
pictured with devoted crew person Kitty.

A feature of the week was the gourmet meals
provided by the talented chefs in the party. Max,
Mark, Ian D, and Phil O all produced gastronomical
delights to allay the onset of starvation.
In hindsight, another set of great flights and a great
week. Who said you can’t travel in a Blanik, or an
IS-28 for that matter?
A final thanks to the Wagga Gliding Club for hosting
us and a special huge contribution from Max
Thompson, who worked tirelessly every day to help
keep us flying in hot dry conditions.

Some of the motley crew at Lockhart.

As the week drew to a close concern was building
about how we were going to get the IS-28 home.
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Report from Queensland
By Alan Barnes

Well, it's been an amazing couple of months since I
last burst into print.
Shortly after I last wrote, I had the amazing
experience of spending ten days with multiple world
champion George Lee, who lives up here in Qld in
the Darling Downs, just a few km from Dalby and the
DDSC. Lisa Trotter kindly recommended me to
George for one of his four annual training courses,
which he generously does for the minimal charge of
food and lodging. And what food! George's wife,
Maren, cooked the most splendid meals that were
gratefully consumed.
When George and Maren moved to Australia, they
selected a lovely property - a mixture of farmland and
bush - and proceeded to build two 90-degree crossstrips for launching his Nimbus 4 DM. They're a
decent length, tarmac, but only 3m wide! I was quite
relieved that George insisted on conducting all the
launches and landings. The Nimbus has its own
immaculate hangar, and is the best pampered glider I
have ever met. George is meticulous about
everything to do with his flying, and this has to be one
of the ingredients in his wonderful successes in
competition. I hope some of that attitude has rubbed
off on me.
The course was a quite intense mixture of practical
flying and theory, with thorough weather analyses at
the start of each day and equally thorough debriefs in
the evenings. George provided a stack of books and
magazine articles which flying guests are required to
read during their stay - this required a good two or
three hours per day.

By the end of the stay I was just starting to get things
right, and felt immensely grateful for what George
was prepared to share. I had never realised that I
was doing so many things wrong! So what did I
learn? Here are just a few of the key points -some of
which I knew, but hadn't realised I wasn't applying
properly:
1.

Really study and understand the weather, and
plan your flight accordingly

2.

Read the sky well, well ahead. Plan mainly in
the 20-50km range (or as far as you can see).

3.

Cloud shadows are an immense resource for
planning your path ahead- look closely at the
orientation and spacing.

4.

Follow the best line of energy within + or - 30
degrees of course - it's a 'no-brainer'.

5.

SPEED! Wafting in sink must be avoided at all
costs-ensure all accelerations are carried out in
good air.

6.

Unless desperately low, reject any thermal that
you can't centre within 2 turns.

Apart from all the practice and flying theory, George
also spent a great deal of time talking about the
psychology of successful flying - and how to deal
positively with various competition scenarios. Mental
preparation and control is at least as important as
any other single element of competition flying. At the
end of the week I was brimming with new ideas and
tricks to try out. The timing was ideal as from there I
headed straight for the Queensland State Champs.

Alan with his trusty LS-1F

While at George's, we had discussed my
psychological weaknesses, and one that I readily
identified was a tendency towards 'last day nerves'.
I've had quite a few hang-gliding competition wins,
but on reflection I realised that I had never ever won
when I was leading going into the last day - except if
the last day ended up being cancelled.
Maren and George Lee with their Nimbus 4DM.

We were lucky with the weather, with a mixture of
racing days, blue days, and overdeveloped days that
gave me a chance to learn from George's experience
in all these types of conditions. I did most of the
flying and decision-making, with George gently
needling me from the back seat on the frequent
occasions that I forgot one of his gems of wisdom!
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George suggested I confront this demon in the State
Champs by making sure I was leading going into the
last day, and then just 'flying like I had always flown'.
The advice worked, and despite the final day being
the trickiest of the comp, I managed a comfortable
win in the Club Class - a win that I owe in large part
to George. Thanks George, my flying will never be
the same again.
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